
Before each match begins, game referees will confirm with each team that:

1. Laptop webcam is positioned so the table, cups, and players are
            visible at all times.

2. Each team is shooting at least 6 feet away from the cups.
              (Use measuring tape to confirm)

3. Each team has a stable internet connection.
             

Deciding Who Goes First

Shoot for First Ball - Each team chooses a player to shoot. As the 
referee counts down from 3, a player from each team will shoot at the
same time. If both players miss or both players hit a shot, their partners 
now shoot. This goes on until one player hits a shot and their opponent 
does not. The team that hits a shot first with the other team missing, 
goes first in the game.

Game Rules

Elbows
Throughout the match, the referee will be in charge to make sure that each
player is shooting at least 6 feet away from the cups. The referee will first
give a warning to a player that’s close to breaking this rule. If the referee
sees this rule being broken as a player hits a shot, the shot will not count
and the player will have to reshoot.

Re-Racking
Twice per game, each team can request to rearrange the cups at the start
of their turn. You must confirm the re-rack with the referee before doing
so. If you get balls back after making 2 shots in a row, it is still considered
your turn and you can not get a re-rack.

Balls Back
If both players on a team hit a shot during their turn, they will get balls
back and will each get another shot. If both players on a team hit the same
cup during their turn, they will get balls back and will pull the hit cup along
with an additional 2 cups of their choice (3 cups total).

Redemption
Once a team hits their final cup, the opposing team gets a chance at
redemption to hit one of their remaining cups. If both players miss their
redemption shot, the game is over. If one player hits their redemption shot,
the cup that was hit stays in the game and the game continues. If both
players on Team A hit the same final cup, both players on Team B must hit
the same cup in order to get redemption and continue the game.

Additional Rules for Virtual Beer Pong
- Bounce shots only count as 1 cup since opponents can’t swat them.
- A ball that rolls off a cup and lands in another will only count as 1 cup.
- An “airball” will result in the other player forfeiting their shot. 
- No Trickshots
- No On Table Rollbacks
- No Heating Up Streaks
- No Fingering/Blowing
- No Death Cup
- No Island Cup

Where do I register to play in the Tournament?

Visit the Tournament website and click on the “Register Now” button.

How do I register my team to play in the Tournament?

To register your team, you must:
1. Find a partner
2. Visit our website and click on “Register Now”
3. Fill out & submit the registration form
4. Purchase your entry ticket
5. Wait to be notified of your game schedule

Where will the Tournament be played on?

The Tournament will be played on Zoom throughout the month.
We recommend that you create a Zoom account for easy access.

Who will monitor our game to ensure both teams are following rules?

Each game will have a referee that will ensure that all rules are being
followed throughout the game.

How will I be notified about my Game Schedule?

You will receive text messages notifying you about your game schedule
throughout the Tournament. You can always visit our Tournament website
to view the schedule as it will be updated after every game.

How do I join my scheduled game?

As shown on the Game Schedule, each game has an assigned Room.
Each Room has a Meeting id that will be used to join your game on Zoom.
When it’s your time to play, join your assigned Room using the Meeting id
and enter the Room password.

Your Room password will be sent to you via text message and email.

What happens if my team is unable to make a scheduled game?

Please notify us through email at least 72 hours before the scheduled time. 
We will make accommodations to reschedule your game at a time that 
works best for both teams and referees.

What happens if my opponent does not join the scheduled game?

Teams must join their scheduled game on time. If a team fails to join within
10 minutes of their scheduled game they are automatically disqualified.

What happens if we get disconnected throughout the game?

Teams that get disconnected will have 10 minutes to rejoin their game. 
If they do not join back within 10 minutes, they will be disqualified.

Who will report the score of our game after it’s played?

The game referee will report the score back to us once it’s finished.
If you have any issues in regards to your game, please email us.

PRE-GAME RULES

VIRTUAL BEER PONG RULES

TOURNAMENT RULES
FAQ & REQUIREMENTS

• 10 pong cups & 2 balls
• A table
• A laptop with a webcam/mic
• A stable internet connection
• A measuring tape

REQUIREMENTS

Players must confirm that the other teams’ setup is fair 
before the match begins.

FAQ’S

For any additional questions or concerns, contact us at:

events@canadianpartylife.com


